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Linear parabolic problems involving measures
H. Amann
Abstract. We develop a general solvability theory for linear evolution equations of the form 	

on  , where   is the infinitesimal generator of a strongly continuous analytic semigroup, and  is
a bounded Banach-space-valued Radon measure. It is based on the theory of interpolation-extrapolation
spaces and the Riesz representation theorem for such measures.
The abstract results are illustrated by applications to second order parabolic initial value problems.
In particular, the case where Radon measures occur on the Dirichlet boundary can be handled, which is
important in control theory and has not been treated so far.
We also give sharp estimates under various regularity assumptions. They form the basis for the study
of semilinear parabolic evolution equations with measures to be studied in a forthcoming paper jointly
with P. Quittner.
Problemas lineales parabo´licos involucrando medidas
Resumen. Desarrollamos una teorı´a general para la resolucio´n de ecuaciones lineales de evolucio´n
de la forma 
 sobre  , donde   es el generador infinitesimal de un semigrupo analı´tico
fuertemente continuo y  es una medida de Rado´n con valores en un espacio de Banach. Utilizamos
la teorı´a de interpolacio´n-extrapolacio´n de espacios y el teorema de representacio´n de Riesz para tales
medidas.
Los resultados abstractos son ilustrados mediante aplicaciones a problemas de valor inicial parabo´licos
de segundo orden. En particular, el caso importante en teorı´a de control en el que las medidas de Rado´n
aparecen sobre la frontera Dirichlet puede ser contemplado pese a no haber sido tratado hasta ahora.
Damos tambie´n precisas estimaciones bajo diversas hipotesis de regularidad. Estos resultados consti-
tuyen la base para el estudio de ecuaciones semilineales parabo´licas de evolucio´n involucrando medidas
que sera´ abordado en un pro´ximo trabajo conjunto con P. Quittner.
1. Introduction
In this paper we study linear parabolic evolution equations of the form

ﬁﬀﬂﬃ! on "#%$ &('*)
where ﬀ is the negative infinitesimal generator of an analytic semigroup + on some Banach space , , and
 is a bounded , -valued Radon measure on "
#
. Equation (1) is to be understood in a weak sense. More
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for all smooth ,7H -valued functions with compact support in "
#JI
ﬃLK M
$ONP) , and ﬀ < being the dual of ﬀ
(with respect to a suitable duality pairing). It is shown that (1) possesses a unique solution and that it is
given, as can be expected, by +RQ  , the convolution of the semigroup + with the vector measure  .
These facts, although looking natural, are far from obvious. For example, since + is strongly continuous
only, it is by no means clear how to define +SQ  in general. Furthermore, the validity of (2) depends on a
careful choice of the space , and the operator ﬀ . As a rule, neither , nor ﬀ is the one appearing in the
original concrete formulation of problem (1), but is derived from the latter by interpolation-extrapolation
techniques. This has already been done in [10] for elliptic problems. But here the situation is more compli-
cated since we deal with evolution problems.
We investigate in detail problem (1) and prove basic existence, regularity, and continuity theorems.
They are fundamental for the study of semilinear parabolic evolution equations involving measures carried
out in [11]. However, the results of this paper are of interest for their own sake as well. They apply, in
particular, to linear parabolic boundary value problems with measure data. In the following, we describe
some of these applications for second order model problems. More general cases are treated in Section 7.
Throughout this paper, T is a nonempty subdomain of "=U with a compact boundary V . If VPWﬃYX then it
is supposed to be smooth and lying locally on one side of T . We denote by Z the trace operator, by [\ the
outward pointing unit normal, and by ]_^ the corresponding normal derivative on V , if VPWﬃ`X . In the latter
case, we assume that V ﬃ V 1	a Vcb with V 1d Vcb ﬃeX and V 1 and Vb being open (hence closed) in V . Of
course, either V 1 or Vb may be empty.
In the following all implicit or explicit references to V or V;f and all formulas containing V or Vgf ,











k . If 'tprquYN then we denote by vhjik the closure of w in hxik , where w
I
ﬃ
wy&lTﬂ) is the space
of smooth functions with compact support in T . Then vhjik ﬃ hjik for all m%nz" if V ﬃYX , and for m%uJ'*{|q























? , etc. These spaces are given their usual topologies.
Let  be a  -compact metric space, that is, a locally compact metric space which can be written as a
countable union of compact subsets. Then  1 &) is the space of all continuous functions on  vanishing
at infinity, endowed with the maximum norm. Moreover,  1 &)H , the dual space of  1 &) , is identified





































































is the singular part of  

in its Lebesgue decomposition with respect to Lebesgue’s measure
A½AEB on T`"
#








1 on V 1 z" # $
] ^
zﬃr 





where &  1 $  b )
I
ﬃ! :± with  f%no¡  ¢£*&V:ftz"
#
) .











































8ﬃ`M on V 1 $c] ^ 8Sﬃ!M on V b ? 
In particular, an s k -solution is a distributional solution of the first equation of (5).
Observe that (6) is obtained from (5) by multiplying the first equation by 8 , integrating over TYz"
#
,
integrating by parts, and employing the boundary conditions — formally, of course. Here we have used
assumption (4) to guarantee that Ë
cÅÆ Ç
8A½ is well-defined for 8 nywy&"
#
$(w Ê ) since, a priori, it makes
sense only for 8 nyw&"
#
$w) .
For this simple model problem our general results imply the following existence, uniqueness, continuity,







































































Í If  

and  ± are positive measures then  is positive as well.





















PROOF. This is a special case of Theorem 13. Ø









. Also observe that we can choose  close to ' in the general case, resp. close to F if
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' and  1 ﬃ!M .













that is, by the expression occurring in the standard formulation of weak solutions for the heat equation.
(d) If  

and  :± have better regularity properties then the same is true for  .
(e) Theorem 1 remains valid if
4Ł¿

















and ] ^ on V b by a boundary operator à b of the form ]á 0âO , respectively, where ]á is the conormal
derivative on V b , and
Ü
and à b have appropriately smooth coefficients. It remains also valid if Þ , [ß , ß 1 ,




$(à	bå) is a normally elliptic system, Z 1 being the trace
operator on V 1 ½Ø
Linear parabolic boundary value problems involving measures occur naturally in control theory, often for-
mulated as final value problems for the formally adjoint problem (eg., [12], [14], [23], [18], [24], [25]).
By choosing linear combinations of measures of the form  æRç ¾ with  nz& Tﬂ) and ç ¾ being the Dirac
measure supported at B no"
#
, so-called ‘impulsive’ systems can be incorporated into the framework of
this paper as well. (We refer to [21] and the references given there, for example, for an idea on impulsive
differential equations.)
Problem (5) (with general operators
Ü
and à of the form given above, but not for systems) has already
been studied by several authors, always imposing the condition that  ± does not charge V 1 , that is, condi-
tion (11) is satisfied. More precisely, given (11) and a bounded domain, it has been shown by Casas [14] and
Raymond [23] (also see [24], [25]) that (5) possesses a unique solution satisfying (12) (with the additional
restriction Ô$qDuPF ). However, the class of test functions 8 for (6) in those papers is larger than w&"
#
$w7Ê;)
(and defined in a somewhat ad hoc manner). Thus our uniqueness assertion is more general. In addition, we
get the much more precise regularity and continuity results exhibited in Theorem 1, which are of importance
for studying nonlinear problems.
Given assumption (11), one has also to refer to the earlier work of Lasiecka [20] (absolutely continuous
measures in an sè -setting) and Baras and Pierre [13] (the case V ﬃ V 1 ). (We do not comment on the rather
large literature on nonlinear equations involving measures since this will be done in [11].)
Although problems with measures on the Dirichlet boundary are quite natural, occurring, for example,
in control theory when point-wise boundary observations are employed, this paper is the first one to deal
with them in the parabolic case. (For the elliptic counterpart see [10].)
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Our general results apply to problems involving more singular distributions than measures as well. For
example, suppose that






















]½fëÚ½f in T`" # $
yﬃY 
1 on V 1 " # $
]µ^
yﬃY 





where ]½fëÚ½f is the distributional derivative of ÚEf in the é -th coordinate direction, of course. By an s k -solution















being added to the right-hand side.
Theorem 2 Let assumptions &²) , &¼) , and &'@²C) be satisfied. Given condition &ÐÏ½) , problem &('ë¼µ) possesses












































f can be interpreted as distributions of dipoles in T`"
#
. Similar dipole distributions
can be admitted on the Neumann boundary V=b as well.














yﬃ! in " U z"c#











































As mentioned in the beginning, the results for parabolic boundary value problems are special instances
of our general results for (1). Parabolic evolution equations with singular data of a very general nature have
lately been studied by G. Lumer (e.g., [22] and the references therein) by completely different techniques
and applying to concrete problems of a different nature.
Convolutions involving operators, vector measures in particular, have been studied by many authors
(see [15] and the references therein). However, those results do not seem to apply to our situation since the
89
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semigroup + is strongly continuous only. To define +Q  we rely on duality theory and on the theory of
interpolation-extrapolation spaces developed by the author (see [4, Chapter V] for an account).
In Section 2 we briefly collect some results on vector measures. In the next section we derive estimates





) in & M $ª¬«Ð$  & M ) ﬃY
under various assumptions on õ . These estimates form the basis, in Section 4, for the definition of +SQ  in
suitable interpolation-extrapolation spaces. In that section we also prove a trace lemma which we need for
piecing together local solutions in [11]. Furthermore, we derive an important and natural Green’s formula.
Section 6 contains our general results for problem (1). Besides of establishing existence and uniqueness,
we prove sharp regularity and continuity theorems under various restrictions on the data. These facts will
be fundamental for our study of semilinear problems in [11].
Although the results of Section 6 apply to a variety of problems, we restrict ourselves in this paper to
illustrating the applicability of some of them to second order parabolic boundary problems involving mea-
sures. We also leave it to the reader to translate the regularity results of Section 6 to concrete boundary value
problems. Finally, we refrain from giving applications to higher order problems and systems or problems
with dynamic boundary conditions. Some of those applications might be taken up in later publications.
We point out that one of the most crucial results in Section 7 is Theorem 10, giving a precise description
of abstract extrapolation spaces in terms of standard spaces of distributions on T and V . This theorem also
clarifies the setting of [10].
For the sake of simplicity we have restricted ourselves to the case of a constant operator ﬀ . Building
on some estimates derived in [4], it is not too difficult to extend the abstract theory of this paper to non-






ﬃ! . Since some points are more technical and are likely to
obscure the simple ideas, this will be done somewhere else.
Finally, many thanks go to P. Quittner for reading preliminary versions of this paper and helpful
comments.
2. Vector measures
Let  be a  -compact metric space and , a Banach space with norm 
Ý
 . Denote by à  the Borel  -algebra




×, satisfying  & X ) ﬃ`M . For



























where the supremum is taken over all partitions þ=&ø) of ø into a finite number of pair-wise disjoint Borel














­ for the normed vector space of all , -valued measures of bounded






















is a continuous bilinear map of norm at most one, a multiplication. We denote by àt&$°, b ) the closure
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Hence it possesses a bilinear continuous extension over à&$, b )&$, è ) of norm at most one, again
denoted by the same symbol.
Recall that  1 &$,) is the space of all continuous , -valued functions on  vanishing at infinity, en-
dowed with the maximum norm. It is a closed linear subspace of ø + &$°,D) , the Banach space of bounded























































Now suppose that ,b
I
ﬃ
, , , è
I
ﬃ




. Then (17) implies that  Ö× Ë  AE is a con-










































Thus, in particular, &$°,H·) is a Banach space.
Now we give some general examples of vector-valued measures. They will be of importance in connec-
tion with evolution equations.
Here and below,  stands for a perfect interval, that is, an interval containing more than one point. We




Finally, we write ,b × , 1 if ,b is continuously injected in , 1 , and ,b

 ×,
1 if ,b is dense in , 1 as well.
In later sections we use these notations also in cases where , 1 and ,b are locally convex spaces.


























is a linear isometry. By means of it we identify s b*&5$,D) with a closed linear subspace of &5$,D) .
PROOF. For this we refer to [19]. Ø



















 for  n 1 &5$,H ) .






In particular, &$,)  ×&$ﬁ) if , ×!ﬁ .









































for  no 1 ¨&5$° 1 &)(­ ﬃ  1 &y) . Ø
Now suppose that , is reflexive and preordered by a closed convex cone ' . Let 'H be the dual cone of '

















Observe that, in the scalar case, this definition is consistent with the usual notion of a positive measure.
For the general theory of vector measures and the corresponding integration we refer to [17] (also see
[16], [19], and [18]), where proofs for the above facts can be found. A direct short proof of the generalized
Riesz representation theorem is given in [8, Theorem VI.2.2.4].
3. Preliminary estimates



































































































for 'tpPqDuÔouYN and M u)2òu)( ue' . (See [4, Section I.2] for a summary of interpolation theory.) To
























Let  be a Banach space. Then 3ò&) is the set of all densely defined closed linear operators ﬀ in 
such that
4






÷ , on  , that
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) is the domain of ﬀ equipped with its graph norm. (For this and more details on 3ò& b $( 1 ) and
analytic semigroups we refer to [4, Section I.1].)
Henceforth, 6 denotes positive constants whose values may differ from occurrence to occurrence, but












for ªJ» M . Finally, throughout this chapter 7 is a positive real number.




$ b ) is a densely injected Banach couple and ﬀ nﬂ3ò& b $( 1 )O
























































































In order to simplify the statements below we introduce the following convention: Let ﬁ f ® ¦ be Banach
spaces with ﬁ f ® ¦  × s b|& ¦ $( 1 ) for ª n


< and é ﬃ!M $ë' , and suppose that øýnﬂ&Iﬁ 1 ® < $ﬁb ® < ) maps ﬁ 1 ® ¦
into ﬁ b ® ¦ for each ªJn



























Lemma 1 (i) Suppose that M p@>Du)?ype' and '%pÔouJ'*{µ&I?
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)(­ 7 -uniformly 












PROOF. (i) follows from (24), and (ii) is a special case of [4, Theorem II.5.3.1]. Ø
For ªJn



































Lemma 2 +SQ nﬃ¨ s bÌ& ¦ $( 1 )O$° & ¦ $( 1 )(­W7 -uniformly.












)(­ 7 -uniformly 


















































































































M for each fixed n& M $(ª) . But this is an immediate consequence of the uniform continuity of +
on K >$7=« for M u0u)7 . Ø
Next we consider the case where õ has values in 
D
®
/ for some >DnS& M $ë'Ì) . For later use we prove a
result more general than presently needed.
Lemma 3 (i) Suppose that M p@>Du)?ype' and '%pYXpòÔop!N satisfy ?
4































bå) ­ 7 -uniformly 




















































































BA&F G for B nz" , denoting by  ¦ the characteristic
function of & M $ª) . Suppose that ?
4


























































provided 'Ì{OÔ ﬃ 'Ì{Ìq  'Ì{ZX
4
' . Since _ ¦ h `:& B ) equals the integral on the right-hand side of (25), the
assertion follows in this case.





M then the assertion is a consequence of the Hardy-Littlewood inequality
(cf. [27, Theorem 1.18.9.3]).
(ii) For õ n s [ & ¦ $( 1 ) ﬃ
I
s
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b ) ­ 7 -uniformly  &GF|ÓC)
Fix Ú n K M $ë'*{]XÌH
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7 -uniformly. This and (28) imply the assertion. Ø









































In the next lemma we collect some further mapping properties of + .
















































)­@­ 7 -uniformly 






























)­ 7 -uniformly  &l² M )


































































































































































¦ for  nz 1 , the assertion is implied by (31)
and (32). Ø
We close this section with some important embedding results.




























b ) if '*{Ôu!m%ue'½
&²E²C)
If  b is compactly injected in  1 then the injections in &l²½²C) are compact as well.
PROOF. Fix 2òn&I(5$ë'
4













where this injection is compact if  b is compactly injected in  1 . It is the latter case that has been










b ) by (22), the assertion follows from (34) and Sobolev’s embedding theorem
which holds in the vector-valued case also (cf. [8] and [5]). Ø



















(e.g., [4, Theorem III.4.10.2]).
4. The interpolation-extrapolation setting
Now we suppose that
Í
,
















1 , where ﬀ H1 is the dual of ﬀ 1 in












for _ynó . Then we
define ,
}














( ,H1 - , 1 )-duality-pairing. This means that ,
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~zﬀ| , and hence ,
}
s , are
uniquely determined by (36).
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If m%» M then we denote by ﬀ
i















If m%u M then ﬀ
i
is the well-defined closure of ﬀ 1 in ,
i





)=m7n"k and K ,
i
m%nz"7«
are called interpolation-extrapolation scale and interpolation-extrapolation space scale, respectively, gener-








-realization of ﬀ 1 .
One shows that ﬀL[ is the closure of ﬀ
i







































































































































































































































b@) for m7n" . For proofs of these facts and
many more details we refer to [4, Chapter V].
Denote by K ,
i
®





m%nz"« the interpolation-extrapolation space scales generated for
M

















































































































It follows that ,
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)	n	 b y b $
that is, ﬀ < n,&I:bÌ$ 1 ) is the dual of ﬀ nﬃ&b*$ 1 ) with respect to these duality pairings. From [4,



































































































































































)(­ 7 -uniformly 































) 7 -uniformly $
that is, the norm of this linear map in bounded, uniformly with respect to ª n

=< . Thus it follows from



















































) for ` n b & ¦ $ b ) , the assertion is a consequence of (51)
and the density of  b & ¦ $:bë) in s Ñ  & ¦ $ 1 ) .
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no & < $:b@) for
y










































































































5. Convolutions of semigroups with vector measures
After the preceding preparations we can now define the convolution +SQ  of a strongly continuous semi-
group with a vector measure. We also prove a generalized Green’s formula which is basic for interpreting
+SQ
 in terms of the original evolution equation.



































































) is not continuous but strongly con-
tinuous only (at
U











) does not have an obvious meaning for general vector



































Thanks to Lemma 5(i), this linear map is well-defined. Since ,/t
}





























































































Our next lemma identifies the restriction of

































































































































































































































































































































































) . We deduce from Lemma 5(i) that the right-hand side of
(54) is bilinear and continuous on  . Hence the density of  in  implies that (54) holds for all &$  )	nﬃ ,
proving the assertion. Ø





























Corollary 1 Suppose that 'tuÔou`'Ì{µ&'  
4


























PROOF. This is a restatement of (53). Ø



























­ 7 -uniformly  &GÄ½ÄE)
Our next lemma identifies the restriction of 8 ¦ to s b & ¦ $°,
5}
b
) . Observe that Lemma 2 implies that
+SQ
õ belongs to  & ¦ $,
5}
b




Lemma 7 Let &GÄ M ) be satisfied. If  ﬃ`õ n s b & ¦ $°,
5}
b
) then 8 ¦  oﬃ +SQ õ &ª)	nz,
5}
b .





































































































the assertion follows. Ø
This lemma shows that 8 ¦  is the trace of +SQ  at Bﬃ ª in ,
_}
b if  belongs to s b & ¦ $,
5}
b ) . For












































bë­ 7 -uniformly  &GÄEÏE)
PROOF. This follows from (55). Ø
5.C. Green’s formula After these preparations we can prove the main result of this section, a gener-
alized Green’s formula.





































































































thanks to '*{Ô»J'  
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¤ , as is seen by the substitution B Ö×ª
4
B . Thus, using the definitions
of +RQ  and +SQ  &ª) for  no& ¦ $,
5}












































































)­ . From (59) we see that the





















the assertion follows from (60). Ø
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6. Linear evolution equations
Throughout this section we suppose that
Í
,









m%nz"7« is the interpolation-extrapolation space scale

































































































6.A. Weak solutions For ª n

 < and  nz ¦ we consider the linear parabolic evolution equation

RﬀŁﬃY on  ¦  &ÉCFE)







































)­ , where the index 6 means ‘compact support’.
Suppose that  is an sÑ &,  ) -solution of (62) for some Ôon&'E$©¥Ô:) . Then it is an s k &l,  ) -solution for
every qDn K '½$lÔ>) , as follows from sÑ ®   ¢£\ × s k®   ¢£ . Thus every sÑ &,  ) -solution is a (weak) ,  -solution of
(62), that is, an s b &,  ) -solution.
It is now almost trivial to prove the following existence, uniqueness, and regularity theorem for ,  -solu-
tions of (62).
Theorem 4 Suppose that  nz ¦ for some ªJn


< . Then problem &ÉCFE) possesses a unique ,L -solution,














PROOF. Suppose that ÔonS&('½$§¥Ô>) . Then Proposition 1 shows that  &  ) is an sÑ &,  ) -solution, hence an
,
 -solution. Indeed, if  vanishes near ª then the last term in (58) does not appear so that assumption (50)
is not needed.




























` in K M $(ª)$ ¤ &ª H ) ﬃ`M $







` . Hence (the proof of) [4, Proposition V.2.6.3] guarantees that (62) has at most one
solution. This proves everything. Ø
The next corollary shows that  &  ) depends linearly and continuously on  nz ¦ in the natural pro-
jective limit topology of (64).
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>) 7 -uniformly 
PROOF. This follows from Corollary 1. Ø


































































































b  × ,
¦
}
b imply that the first equation makes sense
in s b ® ¦ ® ¦
}
b . Similarly, the second equation in (66) is meaningful in , ¦
}
b since  & M )	nz, ¦
}
b by Theorem 3.
































































































that is, by the variation of constants formula. Furthermore,  &  $ õ ) is the unique strong s [ &, ¦ ) -solution
of &lÉEÄE) .
PROOF. We can assume that Z»@
4






















































) 7 -uniformly  &lÉ½ÓC)




































) 7 -uniformly  &lÉ½ÕC)
















If &  $ õ )	no, ¦ z b & ¦ $,
_}
b
) then ¤ is a strict classical solution of (65) (see [4, Theorem II.1.2.1]). Thus














b imply that ¤ is a strong s [ &l, ¦ ) -
solution in the general case also. It follows from [4, Proposition V.2.6.2] that every strong s [ &, ¦ ) -solution
is a weak s [ &l, ¦ ) -solution, hence an ,  -solution. Thus ¤eﬃr & õ RæRç 1 ) follows from the uniqueness
part of Theorem 4. Ø
Recall that +  +SQ õ is said to be the mild solution of (65). Thus Theorem 5 shows that, given the
assumptions of that theorem, the mild solution is in fact a strong solution.
In the next proposition we collect continuity properties of  &  $ õ ) .
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) 7 -uniformly 











































 ) 7 -uniformly 
(iii) Assume that '*{5&}
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$°,  ) ­ 7
-uniformly 





















$°,w:) ­ 7 -uniformly 
PROOF. (i) This is a consequence of (68) and (69).





b $,  ) . Then the assertion follows from (67) (with Z replaced by  ), from


























) and recall from (38) that ﬀ
5}
bT












' so that >
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7 -uniformly  &ÐÏ'*)
Now (70), (71), and the variation-of-constants formula imply the assertion.
(iv) The strong continuity of + on ,  implies +Ln,¨Ð,  $° &ﬀ<;$,  )­ . Hence the assertion follows
from (71). Ø
6.C. Positivity Finally, we derive a positivity result which can be viewed as an abstract form of a
parabolic maximum principle. For this we introduce the following additional assumption:
,
1 is an ordered Banach space (OBS) with positive cone ' 1  &GÏ½FE)








¦ are naturally ordered for Zn" by the positive cones ' ¦ and 'nt
b
}








if Z» M , and ' ¦ is the closure of ' 1 in , ¦ if Zou M , with a similar definition for 'kt
b
}
¦ (see [4, Sec-
tion V.2.7]).















) . It is a closed convex cone in s k & ¦ $, ¦ )





























for example. We always refer to these preorders if (72) is presupposed.
Proposition 3 Let assumption &GÏ½FE) be satisfied and suppose that ﬀ 1 is resolvent positive. If  n
_}
b
is positive then the , -solution  &  ) of &lÉEFC) is also positive, that is,   M implies  &  )	 M .
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PROOF. Suppose that ﬀ 1 is resolvent positive. Then ﬀ and ﬀ < are also resolvent positive thanks to [4,
Theorem V.2.7.2]. Thus it follows from [4, Theorem II.6.4.1] that












) for n s #Ñ (& ¦ $,lt
}

) and 'tuÔou ¥Ô . Thus   M and







































for 'tuÔou ¥Ô . This shows that +SQ  belongs to the dual cone of s #Ñ  & ¦ $,kt
}





&I'  ) H (see
























$,  ) , which proves the assertion. Ø
7. Second order parabolic equations
In this section we illustrate the abstract results of Section 6 by applying them to one of the most important
concrete situations, namely to second order parabolic boundary value problems. At the end we indicate
generalizations and other applications as well.




















denotes the gradient on T and
ÛjÝ















with Þ being symmetric and uniformly positive definit. Thus
Ü
is strongly uniformly elliptic.




\ the outer conormal on V with respect to Þ and by ] á  the corresponding














where we assume that â n
/
&V) . (Clearly, we can always set â> V 1 ﬃYM .) Thus &
Ü
$à¬) is a normally









































































) is a normally elliptic boundary value problem for-
mally adjoint to &
Ü
$(àﬂ) . (We continue writing ]
t
á
instead of ] á in view of the generalizations to systems
described in Subsection 7.H.)
The Dirichlet form ¯ induced by &
Ü






































































































are valid for  $( nywy& T) .
7.B. The Sobolev-Slobodeckii interpolation-extrapolation scale Suppose that '%uPquYN . If
V










































































9 being induced by the s k  -duality pairing. Further-
































'Ì{Ìq if V ﬃ V 1 Wﬃ`X . Moreover, h ik®
Ê

















































































































 , respectively. However, much more is true
as the next theorem shows.



















(ii) ﬀ H1 ﬃ!ﬀ t1 in the sense of unbounded linear operators.
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(iii) Suppose that K ,
i































and let K ,
t
i

























PROOF. For this we refer to [3] and [8]. (It is easily seen that the results of [3] can be extended to the full
range ° k .) Ø
























and this space is given its natural Fre´chet space topology.












'Ì{Ìq if V0WﬃeX 
Í 











Then we study the linear parabolic problem






















































) in & M $ONP)O$  & M ) ﬃY
1
 &ÓCFE)




) -solutions, respectively, are defined as in Subsections 6.A and 6.B,
respectively, by replacing there  < by "
#
.
Now we can prove the following fundamental existence, uniqueness, continuity, regularity, and posi-
tivity theorem. Here and below, all concrete spaces are ordered by the natural order induced by standard
point-wise positivity and canonical product orders.
Theorem 7 Let &ÐÏÌÕ) be satisfied.





























































































(iii) In each case the map  Ö×  is linear and continuous in the respective topologies.
(iv) If   M then   M .





















m . Given any 7r» M , it
follows from Theorem 6 that assumption (61) is satisfied. Hence Theorems 4 and 5 and Proposition 2 apply
to problems (80) and (82), respectively, with "
#
replaced by ﬀ< . Since this is true for every 7r» M and the
corresponding solutions are unique, assertions (i)–(iii) follow.
(b) It is a consequence of the maximum principle that ﬀ 1 is resolvent positive (see [1], where the case
without sign restriction for â has been treated, also see [3, Theorem 8.7]). Ø
It remains to give interpretations of this theorem in more classical terms. This is done in the following
subsections.
7.D. Weak solutions First we identify the extrapolated operators ﬀ  for Ru M with appropriate
realizations of &
Ü
$à¬) . This is the content of the following assertions.













(ii) Assume that '*{|q7u!F½mtuJ'  'Ì{Ìq . Then ﬀ
i°}

















































































PROOF. If V0Wﬃ`X then this is a special case of [3, Theorem 8.3], thanks to (77). The assertions are obvious
if V ﬃeX . Ø
We also need the following approximation result.







? is dense in hjik¯®
Ê
for m%n	° k .
(ii) If either V ﬃeX or m7ue'Ì{Ìq then w is dense in hxik .
PROOF. (i) Theorem 6(iii) and (37) imply that hLik¯®
Ê
is dense in h ¾k®
Ê
for mE$ B n	° k with B u!m . Thus it
remains to show that wÊ is dense in hjik¯®
Ê






'*{|q½) and µo» M such that µ ﬁﬀ 
}




















by elliptic regularity theory. Since w&lTﬂ) is dense in hLi°}
è






is dense in hxik®
Ê
.







, hence in hxik®
Ê
.
(ii) Since w is dense in s k and s k  ×hjik for m7p M , the assertion is clear if m7p M . It is well-known if
V
ﬃ`X or M u!mtuJ'*{|q (e.g., [27]). Ø
Now we are ready for the first step in clarifying the concept of weak solutions.
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'Ì{Ìq if VﬁWﬃeX it follows from (77) that
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­ is dense in (84). Fi-
nally, in the remaining case wy&"
#














k and to Lemma 8(ii).






















-solution of (80) for é ﬃYM $ë' .













-solution also. Hence  b ﬃY 1 by uniqueness. This




-solution  is independent of n&Gm
4












-solution of (80) to express its independence of  .





































-solution of (80). The following theorem shows that  1 ﬃ! b in this case also .




-solution is independent of m and q in the following sense: if &ÓCÄE) is satisfied and









) for some nﬃ° k  with òp &lm 1\· m b )
4





1 if VPWﬃeX ,
then  1 ﬃY b .














) . Fix m in ° k  satisfying
m
4
















































Corollary 4 Let &ÓCÄE) be true and one of the conditions below be satisfied:
(i) T ﬃ " U ;
(ii) T is bounded.
Then  1 ﬃ! b .



























































Hence the hypotheses of Theorem 9 are satisfied and the assertion follows.
(ii) We can assume that qÌbPq 1 . Since m 1 · m*b»J'  '*{Ìq 1 » M it follows from Theorem 7(i) that










































Thus the assertion is also a consequence of Theorem 9. Ø












) . By (77) this
is clear if either V ﬃYX or m7»e'  '*{|q . However, if VPWﬃeX and m%uJ'  'Ì{Ìq then hLik®
Ê
is not a space of
distributions on T , but also contains distributions supported on V . This is made precise in the following
theorem, and it is the key observation for our treatment of nonhomogeneous boundary value problems. In
the particular case where V ﬃ V 1 it has been proven in [7, Theorem 1.1], where we have used the Bessel
potential instead of the Sobolev-Slobodeckii scale.


































































÷ in all other cases. As usual, we often omit any reference to a trivial space ö M ÷ ,








) if '*{Ôzurm7u`'  '*{OÔ and V b Wﬃ`X , for example.










































÷ , where Z f de-


































































































































































































































































Z b  , we see that  n
ºﬀ»;¼















 . Hence we infer from (86) that  n
º=»;¼

















k so that (87) proves the assertion.

































































































































































































































































































































 , and ç
¨

















































































































































Thus (88) implies  n
º=»¼







k and the assertion follows from (89). Ø
If , and ﬁ are Banach spaces then we denote by 
´·¶
&l,$ﬁ) the set of all isomorphisms in &l,$ﬁ) .






















































































and, consequently, the isomorphism
Ä







Let  be an open subset of T . For m7n"
#


























9 (e.g., [8]). Since 7H1 ﬃ 
I
ﬃ





























































Vcbå) for M prm%uJ' .
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Lemma 9 The following embeddings are true:

















































for M pPÚ prm
4òÎ
























PROOF. (i) is a well-known Sobolev type embedding theorem.





1 then the assertion follows from (i) and (77), thanks to Lemma 8(i). The case

























and what has just been shown.
(iii) is also a consequence of well-known Sobolev type embedding theorems and Lemma 8(i); and
(iv) follows from (iii) by duality. Ø





































Using these notations we can prove the following analogue to Theorem 10.
































For each B n K M $OF*« an isomorphism onto &l ¾
Ê

)H is given by the map
Ä
defined in Corollary 5.
PROOF. The assertion follows by literally the same arguments as those used in the proof of Theorem 10,
since [2, Theorem B.3] guarantees that the operators Z , Z
¨
, ç , and ç
¨
have the required properties in this
case also. (In [2] the case m7e' has been treated only. But those facts are obvious if M pPm7ue' .) Ø















m and B uPF








































PROOF. This follows from Lemma 9 and Theorem 11. Ø
7.F. Parabolic boundary value problems Let assumption (79) be satisfied. If VPWﬃ`X then choose
an isomorphism
Ä
















































































This is being expressed by saying that  is the (unique weak) h
Ò







in Tez" # $
à
ﬃ! ± on V"#7 Æ
&Õ½¼)





























































and  is said to be the (unique weak) h
Ò





























Theorem 12 Let assumption &ÐÏÌÕC) be satisfied. Then the h
Ò
k -solution of &Õ|¼µ) is a distributional solution



































';È that (97) is true for all 8 belonging to w ¨ & M $N0)$w ­ . It is
















)  × w
H
&Ç)O$
so that  is a distribution on Ç . Ø
Suppose that  

























, hence the isomorphism
Ä
, does not appear explicitly in (93) and (95). In this case (93), resp. (95),





) , integrating over "
#
, integrating
by parts, and using Green’s formulas (76) and the boundary, resp. initial and boundary, conditions.
In the following lemma we collect some important cases for which (98) is true. Of course, it is trivially
true if V ﬃYX .
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Lemma 10 Suppose that &ÐÏÌÕC) is true.









) for some B !m
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Then &lÕ½Ó) holds for every choice of Ô

.
(ii) For each Q» M there exists Ô
















for every Borel subset ø of "
#
.
(iii) Suppose that  

nz   ¢£ &"
#









) with respect to Lebesgue’s measure A½AEB , where  :É is the absolutely continuous
and  
iÀÊ










M then there exists Ô

such that &lÕ½Ó) is true.




























b . Since Ô






























has the unique continuous extension ¤ noh ¾k , resp. ¤ n s b . This implies the assertion.
(ii) Let Ë!nywy& T) be equal to ' in a neighborhood of V such that Ë&  ) ﬃ`M for  nzT with³µ´·¶¸
&






, be a coretraction for Z b , resp. ç . Then ËZ
¨
b
, resp. Ë ç
¨
, is a coretraction




























































































¤9 for  nw
Ê




















ﬃ5¤ , and Í¤ is uniquely determined by ¤ . Hence,








¤9 for  nw
Ê
 . Now the assertion is obvious.





) , the assertion follows from (i) and (ii). Ø
Lastly, we study positivity properties.
Proposition 5 Let &GÏ|ÕC) be satisfied and suppose that &Õ½Ó) is also true. If  


M and  ±  M then the
h
Ò
k -solution of BVP &Õ½¼) is also positive.
PROOF. Suppose that nyw
Ê



























M . Consequently,  











M . Now the assertion follows from Theorem 7(iv). Ø
7.G. Examples We begin by considering the case where  








Theorem 13 Let &²C) and &¼) be satisfied and set ç
I
ﬃYM if  1 ﬃYM , and ç
I
ﬃ
' otherwise. Also suppose




ç . Then BVP &Õ½¼) has a unique h
Ò
k -solution  , and  belongs





















M then   M .
PROOF. Fix Ô

























Now it follows from the considerations of Subsection 7.F. and Theorem 7(i) that (94) has a unique h
Ò
k -














Theorem 9 guarantees that  is independent of m . Thanks to Proposition 5, the assertions are now clear. Ø
Remarks 2 Let (3) and (4) be true and let  be the solution of (94).

























bÌ$  nwy&"#%$(w Ê )O














































'Ì) , we obtain the second one. Ø
(b) For simplicity, we have imposed  / -smoothness for the coefficients of &
Ü
$(àﬂ) and T . However, these
requirements can be considerably relaxed. For example, it suffices to assume that & ß 1 $ â 1 )	n s /  s / &V b ) ,
and these restrictions can be relaxed even further (see [3] and [9, Appendix]). Ø
Now we briefly consider examples involving distributions which are not necessarily measures.












f in T`z" # $
à








) , problem &' MEM ) has a unique h
Ò




















PROOF. This follows from Theorem 7 and the arguments of the proof of Theorem 13. Ø










­ , as follows from
standard regularity theory.
(b) Suppose that T ﬃ "U and
ð
nó . Also assume that Úgonz   ¢£ &l"cUz"
#
) for ﬁnóU with    p
ð
.






















 in " U z" #
has a unique h
Ò












with Ôo`' . Moreover,
 is independent of  and q .
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PROOF. This is a consequence of Theorem 7 and Corollary 4. Ø
7.H. Generalizations For the purpose of illustration we have treated second order parabolic initial
boundary value problems for a single equation in detail. However, our abstract results apply to many other
problems as well, in particular, to fully coupled systems.












































































































Using these notations we define &
Ü
$à¬) as before. Then &
Ü
$à¬) is a normally elliptic boundary value prob-



















































































Then, by obvious modifications, everything above, except the assertions concerning positivity, remains valid
for the parabolic system corresponding to (94).
PROOF. This follows from the results in [3] (see, in particular, Example 4.3(d) therein). Ø
Of course, it is also possible to consider more general systems not being of separated divergence form.
For this we again refer to [3].
The general theory applies equally well to higher order systems or to triangular systems of possibly
different orders. Moreover, it can be suitably modified to cover parabolic problems with dynamic boundary
conditions.
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